Feature pyramid mechanism has improved the performance of object detectors by a large margin, especially for the objects with small scale. As one of the first attempts to use pyramidal feature hierarchy, Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) has largely accelerated the pipeline of detection with the competitive performance. Even if the feature pyramid mechanism is used for better detecting objects with small scale, the complex background information still misleads the network to focus on invalid areas. Image areas where small objects exist are more easily to be misjudged which influences the performance of lowerlevel layer in feature pyramid. In addition, a great deal of false positives may also be introduced into each pyramid layer because of the complex background. In this paper, we propose a novel method named scale pyramid attention hierarchy to better assist the SSD. The general feature pyramid detector can be guided to focus on the valid image areas as well as neglect the influence of complex background with the assist of this proposed module. Furthermore, the end-to-end training can highlight the foreground information which reduces the pressure of detectors, especially for detecting small objects. Flexible implementation makes it easily embedded in the feature pyramid mechanism. Experimental results on PASCAL VOC 2007, VOC 2012 and MS COCO confirm the effectiveness of the proposed module.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object detection has attracted a wide range of attention in the field of computer vision recently. In comparison with image classification, the object detection is more challenging, which requires more well-designed approaches to solve location and classification problems simultaneously.
Previous works are mostly region-based approaches, popularized by R-CNN [1] . The extended versions Fast R-CNN [2] and Fater R-CNN [3] can achieve the outstanding performance. These two-stage detection algorithms first propose candidate regions, then further classify and regress candidate boxes. Each stage of training and testing takes a certain amount of time. Accordingly, the speed of these pipelines is largely limited by the two-stage mechanism. Therefore, In order to accelerate the detection pipeline while maintaining the acceptable performance, a series of one-stage algorithms The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Li He. are proposed [4] - [7] . These one-stage methods classify and regress candidate boxes just after presenting them without using additional networks. So it effectively improves the detection speed. However, it is difficult to detect objects with variant scales using the single-level layer because of the limitation of receptive field. The development of onestage detection algorithm is greatly restricted by this problem. Fortunately, thanks to the feature pyramid mechanism [8] , this issue is greatly alleviated.
The feature pyramid mechanism utilizes the property that different-level layers have different receptive fields which is suitable for detecting objects with different scales. Using the information in different-level layers to detect specific scale of objects, and it makes the detector more friendly to objects with variant scales. SSD [7] is one of the first attempts to use pyramidal feature to improve the performance of object detectors, while largely accelerating the detection pipeline. Although the feature pyramid can be of great benefit to detect objects with variant scales, the different levels in the detector are always easily disturbed by different kinds of factors. In feature pyramid, the lower-level layers have a smaller receptive field and tend to preserve the fine-grained information of the input image, so it is more suitable to detect small targets for low-lever of layers. On the contrary, the deeper network layer has larger receptive field, which is more suitable to detect large-scale targets. Moreover, the different receptive fields also introduce many false positive samples into each pyramid layer due to the complicated background. As is shown in FIGURE 1, the first line is a group of images with ground truth bounding boxes, and the the second line is a group of images with detected bounding boxes. The red boxes in detection results represent the center of coordinate is within valid areas and green boxes represent the center of coordinate is within invalid areas. FIGURE 1 shows that the complex background information will mislead the detector to focus more on invalid areas than the valid areas.
In order to deal with the problem that the network is more likely to be disturbed by complex background, we propose a supervision mechanism to make the network pay more attention to the target regions. And for the sake of coping with the issue that different levels of network layer are easily disturbed by different scales of targets, we propose a multiscale mechanism to enable different network layers to detect targets of different scales. Furthermore, we embed the attention and multi-scale mechanism into one unified network architecture, named scale pyramid attention (SPA) to better guide the SSD. Each pyramid layer generates a supervised feature map to rectify the features of the current layer, and each layer of the network processes targets of different scales. More precisely, the SPA consists of multi-level sub-SPAs, which can be embedded into corresponding layers of SSD. Every sub-SPA is devised using lightweight ConvNet and can be trained with a well-designed strategy to learn the spatial information of foreground in corresponding layers. Different from other state-of-the-art SSD-variants, such as [9] - [13] , where [9] , [10] and [11] fuse the feature of different levels in order to improve the expressive ability of network, [12] and [13] re-design the loss function or classification strategies to cope with the imbalance of samples, SPA focuses on the detailed semantic representation by highlighting the valid regions where objects exist and reducing the influence of complex background.
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed SPA, we integrate it with the SSD. As is shown in FIGURE 2, the first column on the left shows the input image and the locations of ground truth bounding boxes. The other four columns show the feature maps extracted from lowest four layers. The value of each pixel is indicated by the color map, from blue to red represents from small to large representatively. FIGURE 2 shows that the lowest three layers are mostly affected by the complex background information. Thus, the SPA is embedded into the lowest three layers to guide SSD detector to focus on foreground areas. Experimental results in PASCAL VOC 2007, VOC 2012 [14] and MS COCO [15] demonstrate the SPA-based detector could achieve more competitive results.
To summarize, the contributions of our work are as follow:
• We propose a novel method named scale pyramid attention hierarchy(SPA), which can guide the ConvNet's feature pyramids to focus on valid areas and neglect the complex background.
• Our methods make full use of the field of perception of different network layers, so that the different layers can deal with different scales of targets;
• We device a specific training strategy to train every sub-SPA in associated layers with a multi-loss function, which guarantees the accurate prediction of spatial information in each pyramidal layers.
• Adaptive experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II. RELATED WORK A. CLASSICAL OBJECT DETECTORS
The sliding windows strategy is widely adopted in early detecting algorithm, where a high-quality classifier and hand-crafted feature are applied over dense image grids to VOLUME 7, 2019 locate objects. In order to improve performance, hand-crafted features, such as SIFT [16] and HOG [17] are introduced, which are both computed densely over image pyramid. As one of successful early methods, Viola and Jones [18] train a series of cascade classifiers for face detection, and achieve competitive performance with high speed. DPM [19] is another successful method, which is an extension of HOG and maintained top performance on benchmark Pascal VOC [14] for many years. But with the resurgence of convolution neural network [20] , the object detection is gradually dominated by ConvNet-based methods.
B. CONVNET-BASED OBJECT DETECTORS
Currently, the ConvNet-based methods can be roughly divided into two categories, including two-stage detectors and one-stage detectors. As popularized by R-CNN [3] , the first stage of two-stage approaches generates a sparse set of candidate object proposals which may contain the most targets. Then these proposals are classified and regressed to yield more accurate results in the second stage. Based on twostage mechanism, further detectors [2] , [3] , [21] - [24] and [25] - [27] are proposed and make two-stage methods achieve state-of-the-art performance on several popular datasets (Pascal VOC [14] and MS COCO [15] ). Although two-stage methods can achieve excellent accuracy, the efficiency is largely limited by the two-stage design. Hence, a series of one stage methods [4] - [7] are put forward to accelerate the speed of pipeline. The one-stage methods make prediction on dense sampling proposals and can advocate a trade-off between accuracy and speed. However, due to the fixed receptive field, it is difficult to handle various scales of objects by making prediction on a single-scale layer. To solve this problem, feature pyramids hierarchy computed by FCN [28] was proposed.
C. FEATURE PYRAMIDS HIERARCHY
Recently, numerous approaches have improved performance by using information from different layers in a ConvNet's feature pyramids. As one of the first attempts to use ConvNet's feature pyramids, SSD accelerates the speed largely with maintaining high accuracy. [6] , [8] , [29] integrate contextual information across multi-scale layers to get higher recall.
[9]- [11] focus on better integrating the features of different levels to improve the feature representation. Although one-stage methods can achieve better performance through feature pyramids, the lower-level layers are inclined to be influenced by complex background information. The lower-level layers capture more fine-grained information and usually mislead the detector to concentrate on invalid area.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we depict the details of the proposed SPA-based SSD (Sec. III-A) architecture and the associated training methodology for every sub-SPA concretely in (Sec. III-B). Afterwards, we present the experimental results in PASCAL VOC2007, VOC2012 [14] and MS COCO [15] in Sec. III-C with comparisons of different method details and published works, which strongly validate the advantage of our method.
A. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
As shown in FIGURE 3, the size of input image is fixed to 512 × 512. Then the image is sent to the fully convolution network(FCN) to generate the feature pyramids. Feature maps from the lowest three layers are fed into SPA, while the other feature maps are directly sent to classification and regression unit. Every sub-SPA i unit generates an attention map. Then the attention maps and associated feature maps will be aggregated by the attention aggregation unit to produce the final feature maps. We will introduce the concrete structure of sub-SPA i unit in the next section. Given the input image I , the fully convolution network (FCN [28] ) will generate feature pyramids, composed of m different-scale layers (the value of m is 7 in SSD). We define {f i (I )}, i ∈ [1, m] for feature maps from different layers. FIGURE 2 shows some feature maps examples in SSD's feature pyramids. In SSD baseline, the lower layers are more seriously affected by background. Accordingly, the SPA is embedded in the lowest three layers. All sub-SPA i units will learn to generate attention maps {µ 1 (I ), µ 2 (I ), µ 3 (I )}. Eventually, the attention maps and their corresponding feature maps generate the refined feature maps {F 1 (I ), F 2 (I ), F 3 (I )} by the attention aggregation unit. We will discuss these units and their functions in the following sections. 
B. THE SPECIFIC STRUCTURE OF TRAINING SUB-SPA I
In FIGURE 4 , we simplify the overall network architecture and show the structure of sub-SPA i in details. For better illustration, we take sub-SPA 1 in the first layer for example. Every sub-SPA i is aiming at fully mining the spatial information of foreground. Given the input feature map f i , a tiny feed-forward network is applied to learn an attention map µ i of the same size as the input feature. The output of the last convolution layer of every tiny feed-forward network is scaled to [0, 1] by executing sigmoid function σ (·). After passing through these layers, we get corresponding attention map. In order to ensure more accurate prediction of attention maps, sub-SPA i are supervised by well-designed foreground labels L i . For each object j in image I , we define B j_local t to represent particular localization-dependent regions in associated feature map, where t ∈ {0, 1, 2} indicates the first three layers in feature pyramids and t = 0 represents the lowest level of the pyramid feature. Suppose that (x jl , y jl ), (x jr , y jr ) represent the top left and bottom right corners of ground truth bounding box, then the attention boundary of the corresponding object j can be formulated as (x min t,j , y min t,j ), (x max t,j , y max t,j ):
where N s means the stride of the current pyramid feature t and
x jl N s signifies the corresponding coordinates of bounding box in feature map. We associate the feature pyramid level t with the attention boundary and hope that the high-level t with larger receptive field can be assigned the enhanced boundary. Based above, we can easily get the localizationbased enhanced attention regions for object j in pyramid layer t as follows: 
Furthermore, this paper also limits the scale of the attention regions for different pyramid feature layers. Suppose that S j is the area of the ground truth object j, it can be expressed as:
In the pyramid feature t, the scale-related attention region B j_scale t can be expressed as follows:
We refer to [7] If the number of objects is J , The corresponding label set B t on pyramid layer t can be expressed as:
If t = 0, B 0 means the valid areas within ground truth bounding boxes in the associated feature map.
Following this, the value of each coordinate in the L i is formulated as:
In L i , the edge of boxes is a mutation from 1 to 0. Considering every point in attention labels has a particular receptive field, we devise a more smooth label L i , where the edge is a gradual transition from 1 to 0. For every object j, L j i can be formulated as:
Following this, we can get the value of each coordinate in the L i (x, y):
FIGURE 5 displays a pair of example on L i and L i . For better illustration, we take labels generated in second layers for example, whose resolution is 32×32. From the picture, we can see the difference between L i and L i intuitively. Compared with sudden change in edge of L i , the edges of bounding boxes are more smooth in L i . Specific experiments comparing these two kinds of labels will be presented in the following section IV-A.2.
Training objective We use sigmoid cross entropy loss as loss function. The loss of sub-SPA i can be formulated as follow:
[p n (x, y)log p n (x, y) p n (x, y) )] (11) [30] .
where N signifies the total number of coordinates in L i , p n (x, y) is the computed probability in coordinate (x, y) normalized by sigmoid function, and p n (x, y) is the ground truth in labels.
C. ATTENTION AGGREGATION UNIT
The attention aggregation is adopted to highlight the foreground information and weaken the background influence in lower-level layers. For an image I , fully convolution network generates the scale feature pyramids, including seven feature maps {f i (I )}, i ∈ [1, 7] . The lowest three layers were sent to corresponding sub-SPA i to produce associated attention maps {µ 1 (I ), µ 2 (I ), µ 3 (I )}. The final refined feature maps can be denoted as F i = { 1 (I ), 2 (I ), 3 (I )}, where (·) is the attention aggregation function which generates refined feature maps by incorporate attention maps with every channel of feature maps. The aggregation is formulated as:
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical positions and k is the channel of feature maps. During training, the SPA can not only serve as a feature selector during forward inference, but also as a gradient update filter during back propagation. The gradient of SPA's loss for input feature is:
During each training iteration, the gradient will be backpropagated to each coordinates in F i . Then, the gradient within invalid areas will be killed under the guide of attention map. Only the parameters within foreground areas will be updated. Therefore, the SPA will make base network be more robust to noise background and alleviated the pressure to detect small object significantly.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. PASCAL VOC 2007
We [31] as backbone network, which is pre-trained on ILSVRC CLS-LOC dataset [36] . Then the network is fine-tuned using SGD with base learning rate 10 −3 for the first 80k iterations, and being decayed to 10 −4 and 10 −5 in the following twice 20k iterations, respectively. The batch size is fixed to 32 and momentum is set to 0.9. We make SSD and the proposed method under the above configuration and the training time is both around 18 hours. For the sake of generality, we report Average Precision using IOU threshold at 0.5 (AP@0.5) to evaluate the accuracy. The whole implementations are based on the deep learning framework Caffe [37] . We compare our proposed method SPA with the previous related works in table 1. As shown in the table, our proposed SPA achieves better performance than all previous two-stage detectors. Even though SPA uses smaller image size and is based on VGG-16 backbone, it achieves 1.0% above the top-performing Faster R-CNN based on ResNet101.
Compared to other one-stage detectors, our method outperforms most works by a large margin, but has a big gap below YOLOv2 [5] . We also make other experiments on VOC 2007 Dataset.
1) RUN TIME PERFORMANCE
We present the inference speed of proposed method and the state of-the-art methods in Table 1 . The speed is evaluated with batch size 1 on a machine with NVIDIA Titan X, CUDA 8.0 and cuDNN v6. The * in the table means the results we tested on our own machine, and the rest are published in [30] . Table 1 , SPA can improve the performance of basic SSD by a large margin with negligible inference burden. Table 3 compares the influence of SPA in different layers of feature pyramids. For fair comparison, all these results shown in the table are trained from the same pre-trained model and using the same configuration and training strategy. To measure the improvement gain SPA brought to baseline, we progressively add single sub-SPA from the lowest layers of feature pyramid. The higher-level layers have larger receptive field and hardly affected by background. Thus, we only perform experiments on the lowest four layers.
As shown in

2) ALATION STUDY ON SPA
Compared to SSD baseline, the mAP of SPA-1 almost remain unchanged. When the SPA is embedded into the lowest two layers, the SPA-2 can achieve better performance with 0.4% improvement. When feature pyramids add SPA in the lowest three layers (SPA-3), the results is higher than baseline by 0.6%. As for SPA-4, the mAP drops, but still higher than baseline by 0.1%. This demonstrates that ours proposed PA can guide the feature pyramids to focus on valid areas in lower-level layers and reduce the influence of complex background.
3) COMPARISON BETWEEN L i AND L i
In previous section III-B, we put forward two kinds of attention label, namely L i and L i . The bounding boxes edge in attention label L i is gradual change, which is more suitable for supervising training process. To verify the advantage of L i , we conduct related experiments based on SPA-2 and SPA-3, respectively. In table 4, we can notice that L i hardly improve the performance, even hurt the mAP of baseline, which demonstrates the mutation in edge of attention label is harmful for the accuracy of attention maps.
B. PASCAL VOC 2012
According to VOC 12 evaluation criteria, we submit the detection results of the proposed method to the testing server for evaluation. We use VOC 2007 trainval, test set and VOC 2012 trainval set (VOC 07++12 trainval, 21,503 images) for training, and test on VOC 2012 test set (10,991 images). The network is fine-tuned using SGD with base learning rate 10 −3 for the first 160k iterations, and reducing to 10 −4 and 10 −5 in the following twice 40k iterations, respectively. The training time of SSD and the proposed method is both about 24 hours. Other experimental settings are the same as PASCAL VOC 2007. Table 1 shows the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, as well as the other state-of-the-art methods. As can be seen from the table, the accuracy on VOC 2012 is generally slightly lower than the result on VOC 2007 for other methods. But the result of the proposed method on VOC 2012 is slightly higher than that on VOC 2007. This fully proves the robustness of proposed SPA-SSD method. In the vertical direction, the comparison between the proposed method and others is roughly the same as that of VOC 2007 in VOC 2012 data set, surpassing other single-stage and two-stage methods. This shows that scale pyramid attention hierachy does have a stable enhancement to the neural network methods.
C. MS COCO
In addition to PASCAL VOC, we also evaluate our proposed method on MS COCO [15] . Following the protocol in MS COCO, we use the trainval35k set [38] for training and evaluate the results from test−dev2015 evaluation server. The backbone network is VGG16 [31] which is also pre-trained on ILSVRC CLS-LOC dataset [36] . The batch size is fixed to 32 and the learning rate is set to 10 −3 for the first 280k iterations, then 10 −4 and 10 −5 for another 40k and 80k iterations, respectively.
As can be seen from Table 2 , compared to most singlestage detection methods, the proposed SPA algorithm can get better accuracy, especially on small scales. This shows that the SPA method is really helpful to improve the detection performance. However, the proposed method is still not as good as the two-stage detection method Faster R-CNN with FPN [33] , indicating that the single-stage approach still has a lot of room for improvement. The training time is about 75 hours.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we put forward a novel scale pyramid attention hierarchy(SPA) to guide feature pyramids based detectors. With the assistance of SPA, the lower-level layers are more easily to focus on valid areas and get rid of complex background details. The SPA can be trained to predict accurate foreground information by a novel training strategy. To verify the effectiveness of our methods, we make numerous experiments on PASCAL VOC and MS COCO to show that our SPA method can improve the performance of SSD dramatically, especially for objects with small scales. Later, we will explore the performance of SPA module on other networks and tasks.
